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1 (a) Explain the main differences between financial accounting and management accounting. 
 (b) Explain the managerial uses of classification of costs. 
   
2 (a) What are the objectives of inventory control? 
 (b) Describe the various methods of pricing issues of materials. 
 (c) X company Ltd. Uses quarterly 50,000 units of raw materials. Cost of raw materials is Rs 100 per unit, 

cost of placing an order is Rs 100 and carrying cost is 9 percent per year. Calculate EOQ. 
   
3 (a) Explain the different methods of distributing service department’s cost to production departments. 
 (b) Explain the functional classification of overheads. 
   
4 (a) Why abnormal loss/gain does arise? How will treat these in cost accounts? 
 (b) In process A, 100 units of raw materials were introduced at a cost of Rs 1000. The other expenditure 

incurred by the process was Rs 602. Of the units introduced 10% are normally lost in the course of 
manufacture and they possess a scrap value of Rs 3 each. The output of process A was only 75 units. 
Prepare process A account and abnormal loss account. 

   
5 (a) “Marginal costing is helpful for profit planning”. Explain. 
 (b) A company manufactures and markets three products X, Y and Z. All the three products are made from 

the same set of machines. Production is limited by machine capacity. From the data given below, 
indicate priorities for products X, Y and Z with a view to maximizing profits. 

Particulars Products 
X Y Z 

Raw material cost per unit (Rs) 11.25 16.25 21.25 
Direct labor cost per unit (Rs) 2.50 2.50 2.50 

Other variable cost per unit (Rs) 1.50 2.25 3.55 
Selling price per unit (Rs) 25.00 30.00 35 

Standard machine time required per unit in minutes 39 20 28 
 

   
6 (a) Enumerate the steps involved in budgetary control. 
 (b) What do you understand by Master Budget? 
 (c) What is a flexible budget? Explain how it will be prepared. 
   
7 (a) Define standard cost and standard costing. 
 (b) What are the limitations of a standard costing? 
 (c) Calculate material price variance, material usage variance and material cost variance from the 

following information: 
Quantity of material purchased 3,000 units 

Value of material purchased Rs 14,000 
Standard quantity of material required per ton of finished product 20 units 

Standard price of material Rs 5 per unit 
Opening stock of materials 100 units 
Closing stock of materials 600 units 

Finished product manufactured 100 tones 
 

   
8 (a) What is cost audit? 
 (b) Explain the uses and limitations of break even charts. 
 (c) Explain the concept of activity based costing. 


